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Details of Visit:

Author: JohnHolmesTheReviewer
Location 2: Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 13 Apr 2017 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Flat very close to the High Street Kensington tube station.

The Lady:

Like her pictures. I actually believe the selfies don't do her justice as she looks sleepy, but the other
pictures are a fair representation - they are not too brushed up. Wouldn't know about the age, but all
the other stats seem fair: she is petite, shortish (5'2'' is probably it) with boobs which are enhanced
but not too much. I am not a fan of oversized, huge plastic boobs, which IMHO look cartoonish,
especially on petite girls. hers are very well proportionate, and very nice to the touch - a job well
done. In all the years I have been seeing her she has always kept her weight and figure rather
constant - roughly a size 8, if I were to guess, with a toned body, firm bum, no cellulitis, etc.

The Story:

I have seen Ashley several times over the years. Together with the now retired Julia, I think Ashley
is Max's best girl ever, more so than Tammy (now Tilly), Lia Amelia and others.
The reasons these girls manage to charge above average rates is not (only) that they're hot, is that
they are very good at understanding what makes us punters tick, and at going along with it. In this
Ashley and Julia are very similar, but they are different body types: Julia reminds me of Victoria
Silvstedt (tall, statuesque, hot, but not the prettiest girl on earth), whereas Ashley is shorter, petite,
much much prettier. What they have in common, though, is that they are both great at
understanding what you want and making your wishes come true! They can both be the most
passionate GFE or the filthiest PSE.

I'm more for the GFE type. I like to ask her to undress me, which she does very sensually (this is
something that Julia doesn't like doing, for reasons I never understood, to be honest) - it's great
foreplay because it makes me super horny when I jump in the shower. In one of my last visits,
Ashley tied me to the bed, blindfolded me, sprayed whip cream on my cock and blew me with gusto,
then went to another room, came back with some ice cubes, and went on to tease me in the most
sensual way with ice all over my body. Don't know about a-levels (not my thing), but the entire
alphabet soup of acronyms seems to be on offer; her DFK is extremely passionate and truly blows
my mind. The very last time I saw her , round 1 was CIM, and round 2 was a straightforward but
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extremely intense missionary.

Not cheap, but IMHO worth every penny.
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